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Cet article examine les relations entre la police et le public dans le Berlin
de l’époque wilhelminienne du point de vue des citoyens qui déposèrent
plainte auprès du Préfet de police entre 1892 et 1913 et les compare avec la
situation de ceux qui s’en prenaient à la Metropolitan Police londonienne.
Les plaintes des citoyens révèlent un rapport de force fortement assymétrique
entre le plaignant et la police, dans lequel le droit des citoyens à contester les
autorités publiques était sévèrement restreint par les pratiques bureaucra-
tiques relatives au traitement des plaintes. En outre, l’engagement officiel de
la police à n’opérer que dans les strictes limites du droit était largement miné
par le flou des limitations légales des pouvoirs de police. Cela n’empêchait
pas les Berlinois de se plaindre massivement. Les plaintes adressées au préfet
de police de Berlin donnent ainsi un aperçu de la façon dont des citoyens
ordinaires mettaient en cause les autorités policières. Elles montrent qui
étaient les plaignants, l’objet de leurs plaintes et leurs résultats. Elles
révèlent également comment ils s’y prenaient pour se poser en victime et
argumentaient que le policier avait transgressé, sinon la loi, du moins les
limites du comportement acceptable.
This article assesses police-public relations in Wilhelmine Berlin from
the perspective of those citizens who complained to the Berlin Polizeipräsi-
dent between 1892 and 1913. It also makes some comparisons with the posi-
tion of complainants who challenged London’s Metropolitan Police. Citi-
zens’ complaints reflect a highly asymmetrical power relationship between
the complainant and the police, in which citizens’ legal rights to challenge
public authorities were severely restricted by bureaucratic practices sur-
rounding the handling complaints. Moreover, the official police commitment
to operate strictly within the limits of the law was largely undermined by fluid
legal boundaries around police powers. Even so, Berliners complained
extensively. The complaints made to the Berlin Polizeipräsident provide
insights into how ordinary members of the Berlin public challenged the police
authorities. They illustrate who complained, about what and with what
effect; and they show how complainants constructed their victimhood and
made the case that the policeman had transgressed, if not the law, then at
least some boundaries of acceptable behaviour. 
1 Dr Anja Johansen, Lecturer on Modern European History at Dundee University. PhD from the Euro-
pean University Institute, Florence, in 1999. Main publication: Soldiers as Police, Aldershot,
Ashgate, 2005. She is currently working on a project on citizens’ complaints against the police in
London, Paris and Berlin, 1870-1914.
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1. COMPLAINING CITIZENS IN WILHELMINE BERLIN
The complex and often ambiguous relationship between ‘ordinary’ Prussiansand public authorities from the rise to the demise of the Prussian Kingdom
has become the object of renewed interest for historians2. In addition during the
1980s and 1990s a series of works sought to reinterpret Prussian policing in terms
more complex than simply that of an authoritarian, bureaucratic and militarised
police force bossing around submissive and disempowered subjects3. This article
looks at complaints by the citizens of Wilhelmine Berlin against the Berlin Schutz-
mannschaft. Complainants – as opposed to protesters – adopt non-coercive strate-
gies to express discontent, they play the system ‘by the rules’ sometimes in rather
creative ways, but mostly remain within the limits of legality. Such individual chal-
lenges to the public authorities are interesting in revealing important aspects of the
complex power relationship between regime and citizens. 
Historians have long noted the multiple ambiguities and contradictions in the
attitudes towards the political leadership and public authorities, both by the German
bourgeoisie4 and by members of the lower orders who constituted the main target of
the police5. While the Prussian authorities of the late nineteenth century had made
multiple concessions by placing policing within the boundaries of the law and by
some recognition of basic rights to citizens, the venues for challenging the Prussian
police remained few and ineffective. The starting point for the present article is the
observation that, contrary to the popular myth about the ‘submissive Germans’, the
good citizens of Wilhelmine Berlin were very active in voicing their complaints
through the courts, through the press and particularly through letters to the head of
the Berlin Schutzmannschaft, insisting on their right to be treated with dignity and
within the boundaries of the law. 
Although less spectacular than popular protest actions such as strikes, riots or
revolts6, the motivations and strategies for individual challenges to public authori-
ties were significant as a form of protest. Historians and sociologists working on
protest or ‘contentious politics’ have long sought to broaden the scope of research
beyond studies of collective actions, strikes, riots and revolts. Indeed, some of the
pioneers within the field have called for a less rigid distinctions between subversive
protest and protest that took place with recognised procedures7. The attention of his-
torians to police complaints is all the more timely in the light of the increasing
amount of research by legal scholars, political scientists and criminologists into con-
temporary police complaints procedures in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
century8. While this research has highlighted important aspects of the inherent
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asymmetric power relationship in conflicts between citizens and public authorities
in contemporary western democracies, the historical perspective on police com-
plaints generally goes back no further than the 1960s.
On the other hand, while historians of nineteenth-century German policing have
paid considerable attention to the conflict-ridden relationship between police and
public, they have shown limited interest in individual complaints. Lüdtke, Funk and
Spencer are mainly concerned with how individual complaints reflect aspects of
police violence and how the police authorities dealt with such incidents9. Jessen
mentions complaints only in relation to those who went to court to challenge pun-
ishments issued by the police for minor breaches of Polizeirecht but he does not
look at informal complaints to the police authorities10. This may be due to lack of
material for the Westphalian region, while in Berlin complaints letters for the period
1892-1914 are abundant. In addition to the individual complaints, the records from
the Ministry of Justice provide data on individual court cases against members of the
Schutzmannschaft. Unfortunately this offers only the most basic data of name,
alleged offence, and outcome of the court case11. 
In terms of access for citizens to complain or hold erring policemen to account,
the Prussian procedures were far less open and responsive than the procedures that
had been introduced for the London Metropolitan police in the early 1830s and sub-
sequently extended to police forces around England and Wales. Yet, the apparent
futility of complaining against the Schutzmannschaft did not deter Berliners from
voicing their discontent through the courts, through letters to the Police President
(Polizeipräsident) and through the press. In order to understand the thriving com-
plaints culture of Wilhelmine Berlin, this article compares the Prussian complaints
procedures to the English system. It then analyses who complained to the Police
President, what people complained about, and with what result, in order to identify
what Berliners achieved by voicing their grievances. 
This article derives from a wider research project into the police complaints in
Berlin, Paris and London 1870-1914, comparing the dynamics between police and
population within three different regimes and political cultures. Capitals are inter-
esting because they were directly under the control of government authorities and
reflect most clearly the difficult balancing act required of governments between
maintaining control while being responsive to citizens’ concerns. The article is con-
cerned with comparative governance in Berlin and London where policing was
politically more sensitive than elsewhere in Germany or Britain, and where the
police forces were directly subjected to government control. The regional variations
of German and English police-public relations within the context of municipal
police forces and local government are not the concern here, but would benefit from
some research. 
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2. POLICE AND CONTESTING CITIZENS:
VENUES FOR COMPLAINTS
During the Wilhelmine era, the numbers of Berliners who complained against
the police increased dramatically. Berliners employed three venues for voicing their
discontent : where appropriate pursuing the police through the courts (civil, criminal
or administrative) ; sending a letter of complaint to the Police President; and using
the press to make the complaint public. Indeed towards the end of the 19th century,
criticism of the Berlin Schutzmannschaft and municipal police forces became a
recurrent theme, not only in the Left Liberal and the Social Democratic press, but
also in the conservative leaning sections of the press. Even among the peace-loving,
law-abiding and loyal citizens the Schutzmänner were, and remained, “the best
hated profession of all” as one sympathetic observer put it in 191412. Whether this
increase in complaints reflects an actual increase in police malpractice, as Funk
maintains, or an increasing intolerance towards arbitrary and violent acts by law
enforcers is impossible to establish. However as Jessen rightly points out, a change
of popular attitudes towards police malpractice becomes noticeable during the
1890s13. 
It has been commonplace among contemporary observers and historians to see
the roots of the barking, bossing, impolite behaviour of the Schutzmann as the logi-
cal extension of his military background and training. However, as Jessen rightly
points out, most serious malpractice occurred in the local branches of the Schutz-
mannschaft which, during the rapid expansion of the 1890s, had recruited large
numbers of men with no military background. Indeed Jessen points to a “double cri-
sis of legitimisation” which was particularly acute for recruits from unskilled work-
ing class milieus with no military background. They had to enforce the law against
people who were often better paid, better educated, and socially superior to them-
selves14. 
The increasing gap between the extended powers of the Schutzmann and the pro-
letarisation of the profession exacerbated an already conflict-ridden relationship
with groups and individuals from all sections of society. The challenges from the
public thus reflect the widening gap between the expectations of the police from
broad sections of society, and what contemporary observers referred to as the
increased ‘sense of due rights’ (Rechtsbewusstsein)15. At the same time, the rigid
rejection of citizens’ concerns by the police authorities stood in a strange contradic-
tion to the attempts by the Schutzmannschaft to develop elements of public relations
through the Berlin Pressebureau and to increase the popularity of the Schutz-
mannschaft among the Berlin population16. 
So when conflicts arose, what were the options available to the potential
complainant? The Prussian State was notoriously jealous of any intrusion into the
uninhibited sphere of action of its law-enforcement agents, and before 1848 had
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made few concessions were made to allow individuals to challenge police deci-
sions17. The majority of the achievements and initiatives passed in 1848 to
strengthen the position of individuals against the State were abolished during the
subsequent reaction. Although the principles of the Rechtsstaat was gradually estab-
lished from the 1860s whereby policing had to take place within clearly defined
legal boundaries, it remained notoriously difficult to take action successfully against
individual policemen and obtain recognition of guilt or wrongdoing. 
According to the principle of the Rechtsstaat, administrative courts were in
charge of testing the legality of decisions made by public authorities – including the
police – and within the Schutzmannschaft strict rules maintained discipline. How-
ever, unless breach of law or disciplinary regulations could be demonstrated, no
fault existed. Questions of appropriateness or proportionality of police actions did
not come into consideration18. Aggrieved members of the public had three officially
recognised outlets to challenge the police: (a) for incidents where individual police-
men were alleged to have acted outside the law, criminal prosecution in court was a
theoretical – if rarely an effective – option; (b) the legality of administrative deci-
sions by the police could be challenged in the administrative courts ; (c) and finally
there was the possibility of addressing an informal complaint (Beschwerde) to the
most senior police authority: in Prussian provinces this was the state-appointed gov-
ernor at local, district or province level, in Berlin it was the Police President19. 
Due to the restricted venues for complaints and the ineffective procedures for
parliamentary control of the Schutzmannschaft, German Liberal critics pointed to
the political and judicial mechanisms which existed in Britain to counterweight
police powers and to guarantee respect of civil liberties. In the light of the extreme
unpopularity of the Schutzmann even senior officials within the Prussian civil ser-
vice looked to the English bobby as a model to be copied20. Demands for policing
within the boundaries of the law and for reform of the police along the lines of the
English Bobby, which were prominently on the liberal agenda in the 1860s and
1870s, re-emerged in the bourgeois press, occasionally extending to the conserva-
tive press and those very groups who otherwise saw themselves as staunch support-
ers of the regime21. 
To be sure, the image of the polite English bobby was to a large extent a con-
struction covering an often darker side of the policing of the poor22, and the process
of complaining against the English police was not without difficulties23. Yet the
Londoners’ ability to complain to the Commissioner and ultimately to the courts had
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been a central element in the political compromise that allowed a police force to be
organised. Indeed since the early days of the Metropolitan police, the first Commis-
sioners, Rowan and Mayne, actively encouraged members of the public to report
poor behaviour among constables. Citizens’ complaints were used as an effective
managerial tool to maintain discipline within the force, but this also had important
additional advantage. In the first place, inviting citizens to voice their concerns
helped to strengthen the legitimacy of policing. Moreover it reassured the London
public – notably sceptical middle-class voters – that legal and institutional limita-
tions existed around the use of police force and that robust control mechanisms –
legal, managerial as well as political – safeguarded the law-abiding citizens against
police violation of their rights. 
3. THE POLITICAL CONTEXT:
PARLIAMENTARY CONTROL AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY
Another obvious difference with the Metropolitan police was the Schutz-
mannschaft’s lack of parliamentary accountability. German parliamentarians had no
direct means of holding the interior minister to account or forcing the Police Presi-
dent to discipline erring policemen. On the other hand, Prussian-German govern-
ment authorities could not prevent deputies from raising questions on policing
issues, and this happened repeatedly both in the Reichstag and the Prussian Diet.
The Reichstag was not an ideal forum for such debates as it was only the Reich inte-
rior minister who appeared before this assembly, and he could legitimately refuse
any responsibility for the actions of the Schutzmannschaft as this force was respon-
sible to the Prussian interior minister. The Prussian Diet was therefore key to any
debate on the Schutzmannschaft and police malpractice. The Prussian interior min-
ister appeared regularly before this assembly and, even if he was not politically
accountable, he could be pressed to answer questions when challenged by deputies,
particularly when he needed the Diet to approve proposed budgets24. That said, the
Prussian Diet was unlikely seriously to challenge the police or exercise any effective
control since the income-based three class voting system gave the government a
solid majority in both chambers. 
If police actions in the street earned the Berlin Schutzmannschaft a reputation for
being out of control, this was only exacerbated by successive interior ministers who
arrogantly dismissed any concern about police malpractice and repeatedly backed
the Police President’s justifications of heavy-handed police interventions. There
would be no resignation or sacking of senior police officers as this would amount to
an implicit recognition of limits to the activities of the police, which the Prussian-
German system was extremely reluctant to provide. The systematic refusal to admit
any wrongdoing created the impression that the Prussian authorities were unrepen-
tant in their justification of any level of brutality and inflexible towards any public
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criticism and concern. One notable example of this occurred during the debate fol-
lowing the police intervention in March 1910 against Social Democratic demon-
strators and unsuspecting visitors to the Tiergarten. The justifications provided by
the Prussian Interior Minister Delbrück on behalf of Police President von Jagow
were fanciful in the extreme, using the legislation in a highly creative fashion to
argue that the police behaved technically within the boundaries of the law25.
What distinguishes the German debates on police malpractice from similar par-
liamentary debates in London is the fact that the Prussian-German authorities did
not feel the need to deny or even to conceal that disproportionate physical force had
been used. In the face of what appeared to be irrefutable evidence of illegality, bru-
tality or malpractice, the authorities defended the police actions as legal, legitimate
and necessary. The poor justifications and the blatantly disproportionate violence
could only have the effect of strengthening the impression that the police were out
of control and even resourceful citizens could only draw the conclusion that they
were unlikely to get a fair process in any conflict with the police. This intransigent
position increasingly backfired as the Social Democratic deputies in the Prussian
Diet and the Reichstag repeatedly placed the issue of police malpractice on the polit-
ical agenda and used the legislative assemblies as a platform for publicly shaming
the police. Even people who had no sympathy for the Social Democrats – or who
were otherwise staunch defenders of law and order – sometimes recognised that the
actions of the police were indefensible and that the justifications provided by police
authorities were hollow and unconvincing26. Although the Social Democratic criti-
cism had no immediate impact, in the long term it meant that the police gradually
lost the moral argument. 
In London police accountability to Parliament, like the complaints procedure,
was an instrument that served both to ensure popular acceptance of police and to
strengthen legitimacy, but it was under careful control. As the only force that was
directly answerable to the Home Office, it was possible for MPs to challenge the
home secretary on issues relating to the London Metropolitan police. Of course,
there were limits to the effectiveness of this accountability to Parliament: general
issues of standards, of discipline and police tactics could easily be brushed aside as
the Home Secretary could refer to this as the responsibility of individual police
forces or the operational freedom of the chief constable. However, it occasionally
happened that individual cases of alleged misconduct raised in Parliament, placed
the Home Secretary and government seriously on the defensive, and led to govern-
ment defeat in Parliament, to a parliamentary inquiry and even to the resignation of
the Commissioner27. 
On the one hand, through the apparent responsiveness to citizens’ concerns the
legitimacy of the police was strengthened. On the other hand, however, there were
plenty of mechanisms within the procedures, which helped to steer the investigation
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in such ways as to avoid revelation of embarrassing errors or scrutiny into possible
systemic malfunctions. Thus through careful definition of the object and scope of
investigations, embarrassment or damage to the police organisations was carefully
contained by focusing on a few “rotten apples” who could then be disciplined or
sacked. By allowing some controlled admission of individual error, embarrassing
incidents of malpractice could – if successfully managed – turn into a showcase of
how the police was capable and willing to identify and root-out erring policemen, as
happened during the Royal Commission of 1906-1908. The moral high-ground was
maintained and the Metropolitan police came out with its legitimacy strengthened. 
4. TAKING A CASE TO COURT
As political mechanisms for holding the Berlin Schutzmannschaft to account
were weak, the main external control of the police was through the courts ; the
administrative courts tried the legality of decisions made by police authorities while
the criminal courts handled allegations of breach of the criminal code by individual
policemen. Yet, it was extremely difficult to win a criminal case against a Schutz-
mann. To be sure, the English system also developed some institutional and proce-
dural mechanisms which effectively limited access to justice when the accused was
member of a police force. Even within the English system it could be difficult to
prove that a policeman had acted in violation of his legal authority, particularly since
the policeman’s version of events was often supported by statements from other
policemen28. Moreover, legal proceedings against policemen were characterised by
a hierarchy of credibility where witnesses’ accounts were treated as suspicious,
while the policeman was assumed to speak the truth at least until the opposite was
proven. In addition there was some degree of magistrates’ bias against members of
the lower orders29.
Similar biases in favour of the police existed in Germany, particularly in Prussia
where some additional features of the criminal justice procedures made it even more
difficult to seek redress through the courts. Whereas the English jury system occa-
sionally let to the conviction of policemen against the wishes of judges and magis-
trates30, there were few elements within the Prussian criminal justice system that
could counter-balance the bias in favour of the police. The courts were a branch of
the State like the police and both the public prosecutor and the judge were state offi-
cials. Very serious crimes such as murder and manslaughter would be tried before a
Schwurgericht with twelve lay jurors, however there were severe restrictions on
who could act as juror and their influence was limited to determining guilt or inno-
cence. Unlike the English system where any member of the public could bring a case
before the court, Prussian victims would have to persuade the public prosecutor that
the policeman in question had acted in violation with his legal entitlement. The
majority of attempts to prosecute Schutzmen for manslaughter or grievous bodily
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harm never reached the courts because the public prosecutor considered that wounds
and other injuries had not been inflicted by the policeman. As a consequence, only
cases where irrefutable evidence of illegality on the part of the policeman could be
established had a chance of getting to court.
The key factor that made prosecution of policemen particularly difficult in the
Prussian system was the nature of the law. Police forces, like any other public
authority of Wilhelmine Germany, were committed to operate within the strict
boundaries of the law. However, if the principles of the Rechtsstaat inspired the offi-
cial rhetoric, practice as well as the implicit rationale in internal police memos and
instructions followed a late-absolutist notion that any opposition to a public author-
ity legitimised unrestricted use of force31. Courts dealt only with the question
whether the policeman had overstepped his legal entitlements in technical terms,
and unlike the English courts did not make judgements about the appropriateness or
proportionality of the act. In practice it was almost impossible to prove that the
policeman had acted illegally as the boundaries around police actions were
extremely elastic. Moreover the Prussian legislation on policing was formulated in
terms of what the police was positively allowed to do, but vague on the limitations
around police powers32. Even in cases where the public prosecutor recognised that
grievous bodily harm might indeed have been inflicted by a Schutzmann and crimi-
nal procedures were opened, it was easy for the defence to find some law or regula-
tion that authorised the Schutzmanm to use force and thus place him within the
boundaries of the law. 
Moreover, the position of the complainant was easily weakened or undermined.
The myriads of laws and police regulations provided multiple opportunities to argue
that a complainant had in fact been technically in breach of some law or police regu-
lation, thus justifying the police intervention. Arguments such as the person had not
been aware of breaching a police ban on being at a particular place at a particular time
was no excuse. For instance, if police authorities issued a formal ban on an assembly
it gave the police legal authority to use force against whoever happened to be in the
area. The policeman could also easily develop an argument about the supposed vic-
tim having resisted police by not moving quickly enough when told to do so. 
Similar justifications were used by London Metropolitan constables whenever
accused of brutality. However in the English system, the accused policeman would
also need to explain why the level of force used was necessary and proportionate.
The Prussian Schutzmann did not need to be concerned about that. Although Pruss-
ian police manuals all stressed the importance of a polite and open attitude towards
the public33, it was also made quite clear in the instructions to the police that people
who were in breach of the law should be dealt with in the harshest possible terms.
Indeed, the recommendation given in the service regulations and the police manual
was to use force, including weapons, in measures that would leave no doubt about
the superior strength of the police and their readiness to act34. Almost any form of
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violence could therefore be justified by referring to the illegal position of the com-
plainant. Accordingly, it was almost impossible to demonstrate that police use of
force – no matter how disproportionate – had been technically outside the limits of
what the police was legally authorised to do. 
Despite these difficulties, some members of the Schutzmannschaft were con-
victed for having transgressed their legal authority (Überschreitung ihrer Amtsbe-
fügnisse). Between 1899 and 1905, 556 cases were brought before the Prussian
provincial courts (Landgerichte), for beaches of the paragraphs 339-343 of the
Penal Code; these were mainly cases of causing grievous bodily harm or
manslaughter in the course of duty. As many as 400 of these cases resulted in con-
viction35. This might seem an extremely high conviction rate, particularly given the
inherent difficulties of bringing a criminal case against a Schutzmann. However, as
most of the investigations and interrogations were conducted before the trial, only
the cases that were likely to lead to conviction were ever brought before court. With
conviction rates for all serious offences being above 80 per cent throughout the
period 1882-192736, the conviction rate for policemen at 72 per cent was still signif-
icantly lower than for ordinary criminals. The offences for which these Schutzmen
were tried could lead to a maximum of four years of imprisonment, yet the police-
men who were convicted all received penalties which fell far short of four years.
More than half (209) were given fines only, while among the 191 who received jail
sentences 173 got six months or less. Only two got more than two years. Out of the
400 convicted Schutzmen 271 subsequently appealed to the Justice Ministry to have
their sentence reduced by royal intervention, and this was granted in almost 50 per
cent of the cases37. Most importantly a conviction for violence in Germany was no
hindrance for returning to the Schutzmannschaft38. In England a conviction for bru-
tality normally led to the policeman being dismissed from the force39.
The criminal cases constituted only a tiny part of the legal challenges to the
police. The major bulk were those brought before the administrative courts to settle
disputes over administrative decisions by the police authorities. Although the prin-
ciple that decisions of public authorities could be tested in court was well estab-
lished in German legal tradition since the eighteenth century, it was only during the
1870s that individual German states introduced administrative courts according to
the French Napoleonic model40. The ordinary civilian courts remained the first
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instance for administrative disputes41, but the establishment of higher administrative
courts provided specialised knowledge on public law and created a greater measure
of consistency in the settlement of disputes between individual citizens and public
authorities. The main limitation on the administrative courts was that their judge-
ments were purely technical, namely to test the legality of administrative decisions,
to determine the limits of laws and to settle correct procedures in public administra-
tion. The administrative courts were not supposed to judge the necessity or appro-
priateness in the decisions of the police authorities42. 
The effectiveness of the administrative courts in redressing the inherent imbal-
ance in the power relationship between citizens and police authorities was therefore
limited. The disputes which were settled through the administrative procedures con-
cerned primarily the rights of property-owners and people running businesses, from
small retailers, craftsmen and publicans to great industrialists. People with low
income would rarely take measures against administrative decisions made by the
police as it was expensive to bring cases before the administrative courts. Moreover
the conflicts appearing before the administrative courts mainly concerned disputes
between property-owners and police authorities. The conflicts which were most
common between police and the lower orders of society (harassment, arbitrary
detention, violence), in contrast, were not the object of administrative proceedings.
The limitations placed on the police by the Supreme Administrative Court
(Oberverwaltungsgericht) were vague and their decisions could be overridden eas-
ily by reference to the superior principle of the defence of the interests of the State43.
In a wider sense, however, the existence of administrative courts was important as
they provided the most unambiguous recognition by individual German states that
citizens had the right to challenge the police, at least on legal technicalities. 
5. COMPLAINING TO THE POLICE PRESIDENT
AND THE INTERNAL POLICE
INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES
The limited likelihood of getting any legal redress in conflicts with the Berlin
Schutzmannschaft provides interesting evidence of the resilience and resistence of
the supposedly submissive Germans. The 1883 Law on Public Administration
regulated policing and defined the citizens’ ability to challenge the police by launch-
ing a Klage or a Beschwerde44. The Klage was a challenge to the legality of an
administrative decision and was processed through the administrative courts ; the
Beschwerde was an informal complaint addressed to the most senior police authori-
ties and handled through internal police investigations. The informal Beschwerde
was free of charge and it was open to a broader range of issues than the Klage. 
Partly as a result of its limited remit and considerable costs, the Klage to the
administrative courts was the preserve of the propertied classes, while the Besch-
werde procedures were used by people of all creeds and conditions. The significant
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increase in the number of informal complaints to the Police President during the
1890s took place despite extremely scarce information about the complaints proce-
dures. In addition one needed some level of education to understand the complex
legal formalities that had to be observed when making a complaint. These effec-
tively placed important restrictions: the complaint had to be in writing, sent no less
than five days after the incident in question, and the complaint had to come from the
victim of the alleged police error or misconduct. No complaint on behalf of a third
party would be accepted, except through a lawyer, and people who repeatedly
brought complaints on behalf of others could be penalised with fines and ultimately
with prison45. 
The correct way to complain was to approach to the Landrat or burgomaster in
rural areas or towns with municipal police and in Berlin to the Police President.
Occasionally complaints were addressed to the interior minister, who forwarded
them to the Police President’s office as a matter of routine. The extent to which peo-
ple turned up to make a complaint in person at local police stations is impossible to
assess as no documentation at this level seems to have survived. This course of
action was sanctioned by a law of 184246 and by the end of the nineteenth century
such immediate approaches may still have been accepted, but Bernhard von Kampf
did not mention the procedure in 1894 and, in any case, there was no formal obliga-
tion on the part of the police to investigate such oral complaints. 
If there were strict rules about how citizens were to proceed in making a com-
plaint, there were no formal rules about how that complaint was to be processed by
the police authorities. Instead a set of standard procedures developed within the
police. These procedures for handling complaints stacked the odds even more
against the complainant than the investigative procedures followed by the courts.
Once the Police President received a complaint, he would send it to the police sta-
tion of the Schutzmann in question. The head of the police station would then take
statements from the policeman concerned as well as from other policemen who
might have witnessed the incident. Not surprisingly these statements invariably sup-
ported the version of events provided by the accused policeman, no matter how out-
landish or fanciful these might be. In most cases no other witnesses were called –
even where the complainant produced names and addresses of independent wit-
nesses – and only occasionally did the investigations include a statement from the
complainant. As it was not only the individual Schutzmann, but also his immediate
superior who had an interest in concealing any trace of malpractice or mismanage-
ment within the unit it is hardly surprising that the investigations invariably led to
the conclusion “after thorough investigation” that the policeman had no case to
answer. The head of the local police station sent his conclusion to the Police Presi-
dent who generally rubber-stamped it as a correct handling of the situation by the
police. 
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Complainants faced other problems also. The Police President was under no for-
mal obligation to respond to a letter of complaint. Some complainants received a brief
letter from the police at the end of investigations, but often these letters were sent after
the complainant had written to the police asking to know how their complaint was pro-
gressing. Formal apologies did not belong to the vocabulary of the Schutzmannschaft
probably because any acceptance of fault would amount to recognition of limits on the
activities of the police as a corps. Only occasionally can one sense a flicker of admis-
sion that, perhaps, the policeman could have handled the situation better, and this only
happened when the complainant was in a very strong social position47.
Investigations into complaints occasionally led to disciplinary procedures, but
the complainant would not be informed as this was regarded as a strictly internal
personnel matter. The issues that could lead to disciplinary investigations were gen-
erally not the main object of the original complaint and only marginally relevant to
the concerns of any ordinary member of the public. Typical reasons for disciplinary
action ranged from minor breaches such as a missing button on the uniform and
shabby appearance, to major offences such as drunkenness or non-attendance on
duty, non-intervention against law-breaking, non-compliance with orders, corrup-
tion or dishonourable conduct on or off duty. Whether impolite or heavy-handed
behaviour towards members of the public constituted a breach of discipline was a
matter of judgement for the superior of the accused Schutzmann48. 
With all their limitations, the Prussian complaints procedures nevertheless
shared some features with the English system. Complaint letters to the watch com-
mittees and, in London, to the Commissioner of the Metropolitan police led to inter-
nal police investigations with procedures very much resembling those in Prussia.
While the watch committees were supposed to provide independent external over-
sight in the handling of complaints, even the Home Office was very lax in its oblig-
ations to oversee internal police investigations into complaints against the Metro-
politan police, and this became clear during the Royal Inquiry of 190849. 
The difference between the handling of complaints in London and Berlin did not
lie so much in the legal and procedural details as in the application of these proce-
dures, particularly when the complainant belonged to the ‘respectable’ classes. In
both systems it was clearly understood that the ability to complain was primarily
intended for members of the ‘respectable’ classes. Yet the London middle classes
had much more reason to be confident than their Berlin counterparts that they were
capable of taking on the police, and winning. Successive police commissioners were
aware that they could not afford to antagonise the ‘respectable’ classes and much
was done to reassure the middle classes that the police were not intended to operate
as an unaccountable strong arm of the executive. The ‘Bobby’ was essentially a ser-
vant to be hired and fired by the politically accountable Home Secretary and outside
London by the elected representatives on local watch committees50. Indeed, watch
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committees and successive police commissioners in London could, and did, dismiss
constables or reduce their rank on discretionary basis as simple personnel matters. 
The Berlin Schutzmann could be disciplined or dismissed on the basis of disci-
plinary failings, but there seems to be a great reluctance to allow citizens’ com-
plaints to count as reasonable grounds for disciplinary action. This would have upset
the fundamental balance of power between agents of public authority and ordinary
citizens: even members of the ‘respectable’ classes were to obey the instructions of
any policeman as enforcer of the Law and police was not accountable to them as tax-
payers or voters. As a result, even members of the Berlin bourgeoisie could not be
confident that any notice would be taken of their complaints. 
6. SUBMISSIVE GERMANS?
WHO COMPLAINED AND WHY 
Despite these shortcomings and the very limited scope for any tangible outcome,
Berliners complained in their hundreds. The complaints filed in the Police Presi-
dent’s office probably only constitute the tip of the iceberg as these were the com-
plaints that fulfilled the restrictive formal requirements. We must assume that an
important number of complaints were rejected on the basis of not conforming to the
restricted time limit, the written format for complaining or were addressed on behalf
of a third person. Indeed, many of the allegations of police brutality which appeared
in the press, notably the Social Democratic press, do not appear as complaints to the
police authorities. 
The complaints addressed to the Berlin Police President by aggrieved members
of the public between 1890 and 1914 came from across the entire social spectrum,
and not simply from the ‘respectable’ classes. The numerous complaints from
members of the lower orders challenge Funk’s observation for the more extended
period of 1848 to 1914 that only members of the middle and upper rungs of the
social hierarchy addressed complaints to the police prefect51. For the period 1892 to
1913, about half of the complaints came from people who had few resources in
terms of money, connections or even the ability to write a formal letter ; they
included a man who ran a lottery-ticket booth and an elderly female street vendor of
newspapers52. 
It is also worth noting that a substantial number of complainants were women53.
The complaints from members of the lower orders were generally written by the
aggrieved person him- or herself, unlike in England where members of the
‘respectable classes’ often complained on behalf of a third person, in particular crit-
icising the ways in which police handled members of the lower orders54. Occasion-
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ally Berlin employers’ complained about the treatment of their employees by the
police, but only when the conflict with the police occurred in the course of the
employees’ professional duties55. What happened to employees outside their work-
place was not something that their employer could complain about legitimately. 
Not surprisingly, workers and the urban poor stood little chance of getting
redress from any unjust, brutal or arbitrary police action by writing to the Police
President, but citizens with considerable social capital were equally unlikely to be
successful. Even so, people from all social backgrounds took the pains to complaint
despite the risks of attracting police attention and subsequent police harassment.
And the complaints, including those from people with limited social capital, show
that people were aware of their basic rights and had some notion that there were
boundaries, defined by law that determined what policemen were entitled to do56.
Moreover, many knew enough about the complaints procedures to get the formali-
ties right despite the scarcity of public information. 
Most complaints concerned petty conflicts with the local Schutzmann including
allegations of police corruption and favouritism, or police harassment. Typically
shopkeepers and businessmen complained, individually or collectively, that police
obstructed them in the exercise of their profession either through unjustified
enforcement of petty regulations or harassment by targeting certain shops, restau-
rants and pubs with overzealous interference, fines and unreasonable demands57.
While members of the lower orders often explicitly demanded that policemen treat
them with dignity irrespective of background or social position58, only a few of the
complaints contain elements of criticism against the political regime and the social
order. Occasionally the tone in the complaints letters is self-assertive, but mostly it
is deferential even when expressing indignation. Nevertheless, one should not mis-
take the deferential tone for submissiveness. The overly polite – sometimes even
apologetic – use of language was necessary in order to appear righteous and reason-
able, and above all to anticipate any accusation of Social Democratic sympathies.
This may explain why a great many complainants strongly insist on their lack of
sympathy or connections with the Social Democrats while declaring their loyalty to
the King and Kaiser. 
Very few among the complainants seem to have had obvious connections with
the Social Democratic Party. However it was not uncommon for complainants to
threaten the police authorities that they would reveal their story to the Social Demo-
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cratic press if the authorities failed to discipline the Schutzmann in question. Indeed,
the Social Democrats played a crucial role by providing an alternative venue for air-
ing people’s grievances: they supported some complainants and, most importantly,
they disseminated information about complaints procedures and showed how police
could be put on the defence. Since its legalisation in 1890 the Social Democratic
Party consistently challenged the police by raising embarrassing cases of police
malpractice. Occasionally Social Democrats sent complaints to the Police President,
to the interior minister, and to other relevant authorities, demanding explanations.
Here the tone was anything but deferential : open confrontation, sarcasm or mockery
was the speciality of the Social Democrats who knew from the outset that they
would get nowhere in appealing to the reason and sense of justice of the public
authorities, least of all the police. 
Yet, occasionally, such complaints forced the authorities on to the defensive. If
no satisfactory answer was provided, the Social Democrats returned to the com-
plaint and followed it up, printing the answers and non-answers in the press like an
ongoing soap-opera59. Given that the explanations provided by the police authorities
were often unconvincing in their justification of ‘correct’ police behaviour, this had
the effect of making the police authorities look untrustworthy, silly and above all
weakening police legitimacy in the eyes of the wider public60. Thus the closed and
unresponsive police system came under spotlight with the Social Democrats adopt-
ing a policy of naming and shaming in the event of police malpractice. The aware-
ness and practical knowledge about complaints procedures generated through such
campaigns go a long way towards explaining the upsurge in complaints from the
1890s onwards.
7. FALLING OUT OF LOVE WITH THE POLICE:
THE BOURGEOIS COMPLAINTS
In Germany as in most other parts of Europe, the bulk of the propertied classes
generally supported the police as the first line defence against crime and popular
unrest61. While German Liberals of the 1860s had pressed for increased control of
police and called for reforms along the lines of the English police, any attempt at lib-
eralisation was abandoned after the Paris Commune when law and order became the
first priority amid fears of imminent social revolution. In the 1870s it was still pos-
sible for the Schutzmannschaft to operate as they did during the years of conserva-
tive backlash after the 1848 Revolution. Yet by the 1890s an ever greater number of
complaints to the police president and the press came from members of the Berlin
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Bürgertum62 indicating the extent to which the relationship between the police and
the pillars of Wilhelmine society came under serious strain during the reign of
Wilhelm II. The police authorities made repeated attempts to encourage the rank-
and-file to make a distinction in their treatment of common people and members of
the ‘respectable classes’ (bessere Stände), that is the kind of people that the police
management were keen not to antagonise63. Nevertheless, the number of bourgeois
complaints continued to grow.
Significant in the increased complaints from members of the Berlin Bürgertum
were those from industrialists and wealthy businessmen who claimed to have had
their professional activities obstructed by interfering policemen64. It is, perhaps, not
surprising that in contrast to London, there were very few complaints about any
police failure to act or interfere65. The Prussian police was notorious for its petty and
intrusive enforcement of countless rules and regulations. This was not all the fault of
the individual policeman, since he was duty-bound to intervene against any breach
of the myriad of laws and regulations, irrespective of the social position of the
offender. Indeed policemen faced serious consequences if found guilty of non-inter-
vention since this amounted to neglect of duty66. Many of the complaints from busi-
nessmen and manufacturers concerned incidents where the policeman had enforced
perfectly sensible rules for keeping the public streets clear of carriages that blocked
the traffic in a city suffering from serious overcrowding. The Schutzmann was in the
uncomfortable position of having to tell rich and influential entrepreneurs what they
could and could not do in relation to noisy or smelly enterprises in the middle of
heavily populated areas or intervene when the public space was used as an extension
of private premises for the storage of goods or parking of wagons. 
Underlying the conflicts over police interference, there seems to have been a
widening gap between bourgeois expectations of police behaviour and the reality.
The increased police interference in the activities of business and industry created
much consternation from self-assertive members of the bourgeoisie who were not
inclined to be told off by a simple policeman. This was not what the propertied
classes had in mind in the early 1870s when they called for better protection, nor had
they anticipated that the increased police presence, particularly in the wealthy parts
of Berlin city centre, in Chalottenburg and Schöneberg would also lead to much
closer scrutiny of their own affairs than had previously been the case. In addition to
the thorny issue of lack of control over the police, new concerns emerged, particu-
larly that the Berlin Bürgertum could no longer take for granted that they would be
met with a deferential attitude from the ordinary policemen or get the preferential
treatment to which they believed themselves entitled. 
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This new situation was at least in part the result of great-city anonymity. As
Berlin developed into city with over two million inhabitants and the Berlin Schutz-
mannschaft increased from 2,000 men in 1870 to 9,000 men by 1910, the Bürgertum
lost whatever indirect control over policing they had held by virtue of being citizens
of note. Earlier in the century, while Berlin still had the character of a small town,
policemen would often recognise prominent members of the local community and
treat them with respect. This was no longer the case in the metropolis of the Wil-
helmine era. Equally, the public no longer knew the identity of policemen except for
those who patrolled in the local area. Thus, it is a general feature that complainant
and policeman were not personally acquainted. The Berlin Schutzmann carried the
number of his unit visibly on his uniform, but unlike his English or French counter-
part he did not carry a personal number. Accordingly there were few ways of identi-
fying the individual policeman if he refused to give his name, which he often did67.
Again and again a complaint could not be pursued because the complainant was
unable to identify the policeman beyond stating, for instance, that he was tall, blond
and sported a moustache. 
Members of the ‘respectable’ classes painfully experienced their increasingly
defenceless position in encounters with the police. While members of the London
middle classes were rarely the object of police violence68, Berliners of all classes
might easily find themselves at the wrong end of the police truncheon. Anyone who
happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time was at risk of getting a solid
beating when police intervened indiscriminately to maintain public order in public
space. Occasionally members of the Bürgertum claimed to have been the victim of
police violence or arbitrary arrests, even if the physical attacks suffered by middle-
class citizens tended to be much less serious than the ill-treatment commonly
inflicted on members of the lower orders. 
The main problem was that, in random encounters with the police, members of
the Berlin Bürgertum were treated, to a greater extent than previously, in much the
same way as the lower orders. They were ‘Publikum’, the indiscriminate police ter-
minology for anyone who happened to be in the public space, which did not make
the kind of social distinctions that many members of the Berlin Bürgertum thought
they deserved. While members of the Berlin Bürgertum expected to be treated with
respect and while the lower orders demanded to be treated with respect, policemen
were repeatedly accused of treating everybody equally poorly. The struggle over
positioning in the social hierarchy is revealed most clearly in the numerous com-
plaints about police incivility. Prussian policemen were notorious for their barking,
arrogant manner that treated members of the public as military recruits at drill.
Numerous complaints about police incivility from pillars of the Berlin society
(senior civil servants, high-court judges, and wealthy businessmen) reflect the noto-
riously authoritarian police attitude to members of the public, but there is another
element to the middle-class concerns that seems to be reflected in these complaints :
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namely the social positioning in relation to the plebeian policeman who did not
respect the social hierarchy. 
The Bürgertum’s expectations of socially superiority was at odds with the assertive
self-perception of the rank-and-file Schutzmann. Unlike policemen in municipal
forces, who were effectively the employees of local elites, the Berlin Schutzmann was
a State official under the command of the police president and the interior minister,
both appointed by the King. The Berlin Schutzmann was trained to see himself as the
embodiment of the Prussian State and defending the authority of the King. Any mem-
ber of the public who disregarded his orders was considered as attacking the authority
of the entire Prussian-German State. The arrogant attitude towards members of the
public was exacerbated by the fact that most policemen also had served a long career
in the Prussian army within which civilians were regarded as lesser beings who owed
respect to the humblest representative of public authority. 
Many of the bourgeois complainants were in no mood to accept this police self-
perception of superiority. Although there was generally a high degree of deference
amongst the German bourgeoisie for anyone linked to the army, this was not the case
when it came to the police. It is therefore hardly surprising that confrontations
between police and members of the Bürgertum revolved around the question of who
had most authority. Bourgeois complainants often made a point of mentioning not
only their prestigious civilian profession that clearly placed them in a superior social
position to that of the policeman, but they also made a particular point of their own
rank as officers of the reserve in the Prussian army or the fact that they were veter-
ans from the Franco-Prussian War69. While their military credentials were not
directly relevant to their complaint, they were highly significant in placing the bour-
geois officer of the reserve on a superior rank within the military hierarchy to the
Schutzmann whose rank had rarely been above that of a non-commissioned officer. 
While German liberals freely accepted the government’s boasts about the effec-
tiveness of the Berlin Schutzmannschaft in crime fighting and order maintenance, the
Bobby became an icon to German Liberals. What the English police model offered
was not only a system that empowered members of the public in relation to the police,
but also a form of police-public relations wherein policemen observed a polite defer-
ential attitude towards members of the “better classes”. If the feeling of complete dis-
empowerment in relation to the police underlay many of the bourgeois complaints, it
was not simply a struggle for control : it was also a struggle against any social degra-
dation of the bourgeois in encounters with the socially inferior policeman. 
The increasing number of bourgeois complaints should also be seen in the light
of a wider critique against the turn taken by Wilhelm II. The enthusiasm generated
by the unification was wearing thin and the high hopes for reform and liberalisation
which characterised the first years of Wilhelm II’s reign were followed by great dis-
appointment over the political direction when his “New Course” political line was
replaced by attempts at “personal rule”. The police was an obvious target of all that
seemed negative about the Wilhelmine reign. In the 1870s and 1880s, intrusive and
heavy-handed policing was still acceptable to the majority of the Berlin Bürgertum
as a necessary evil to deal with the ‘Red Menace’. Moreover, most of the brunt fell
on the lower orders. By the turn of the twentieth century the Social Democrats were
still considered politically dangerous because of their political muscle and their abil-
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ity to mobilise the masses, but they were not common criminals. As the Social
Democrats went out of their way to appear respectable, the police justifications of
heavy-handed policing began to sound hollow. Nor did it escape the attention of
some middle-class critics that repeated heavy-handed police intervention against
peaceful demonstrators could only increase workers’ support for the Social Democ-
ratic Party. Some began to question the justification and appropriateness of policing
methods suggesting that it was counterproductive and inadvertently provided excel-
lent propaganda for the Social Democratic Party70.
The police exercise of power was increasingly reducing the bourgeois to the
same level as the lower orders. This gradually undermined the support for the police
among the Bürgertum. The numerous bourgeois complaints to the Police President
and in the press indicate that police managed to alienate not only the groups who
were most obviously the target of police attention, but also many individuals who
were otherwise most supportive of the social and political order. It did not help that
their complaints were met with unrepentant justifications by the police authorities
and interior ministry who sought to legitimise even the most blatant police abuse.
Yet the main concern of Berlin’s bourgeois complainants was not that civil liberties
be respected but rather a struggle for their own demands for respect and their oppo-
sition to increasing police interference in their private and business affairs. 
8. CONCLUSIONS:
RESPONSIVENESS TO COMPLAINTS
AND LEGITIMACY OF POLICING 
In comparison with the London Metropolitan police and in spite of some
attempts to open up towards the public, the Berlin Schutzmannschaft remained very
reluctant to engage with complaining citizens. This reluctance to provide meaning-
ful access for citizens to challenge police behaviour was replicated in the judicial
and the administrative complaints mechanisms, and overall the political complaints
mechanisms remained much weaker in Germany. Nevertheless it is important to
note the increasing frequency and potency of the complaints launched outside the
officially recognised procedures through the press, through the Reichstag and
through the Prussian Diet. Similarly although Germany remained much weaker than
Britain in terms of developing support for complainants through civil liberties
groups or well-placed individuals, the Social Democratic Party began to perform
such a role even if its means to challenge the police were weak and often ineffective. 
It is nevertheless important to recognise the ever-greater tensions between police
behaviour and public expectations. Some of those who were most likely to support the
regime became alienated, and this gradually undermined the justifications provided by
the regime for their policing actions. This was the real contrast with police-public rela-
tions in London, which skilfully provided the appearance of responsiveness to citi-
zens’ complaints, enough to satisfy the politically significant sections of the popula-
tion. If, in practice, the heads of the London Metropolitan police turned a blind eye to
a good deal of violent and illegal practices, and even if major inquiries into police
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practices ended with a degree of whitewash, the apparent responsiveness strengthened
the legitimacy of the police and the regime it served. In Berlin, by contrast, the intran-
sigence of the police had the opposite effect, alienating and undermining the legiti-
macy and respect for the police, and ultimately of the Prussian State. 
While Funk is right in observing that Berliners of all classes knew that they were
unlikely to get anything out of complaining71, this did not deter them from com-
plaining in great numbers. The number of complaints and the social breath of the
complainants reveal an aspect of Wilhelmine culture that contradicts the image of
the submissive German Untertan: Germans of all creeds and classes challenged
authorities, according to their financial means and abilities. Complaints letters often
used formulations that accommodated to the expectation of submissive politeness,
but it would be wrong to take this at face value: beneath the submissive tone there
was self-assertiveness and implicit demands for respect for rights, personal dignity
and integrity against police impoliteness, aggressiveness and arbitrariness. 
So what did the people of Berlin expect to get out of their complaint letters to the
police president? Several outcomes can be identified which made sense of the com-
plaints even if they did not lead to obvious action against the policeman or an apol-
ogy from the police. First and foremost, the complaint placed the policeman in a
fragile position within the police. If there were many complaints against the same
policeman, particularly from members of the ‘respectable’ classes, there was a
chance that his superiors would eventually discipline him or sack him – even if the
complainant would not be informed and the police authorities would not make it
appear that the policeman was disciplined as a result of complaints. For aggrieved
citizens who approached the press, there was the pleasure of winning the moral
argument, even if the police remained inflexible – at the surface at least. 
Behind this logic lies the strengthening sense of justice (Rechtsbewusstsein)
among all sections of society. This apparently pointless letter-writing reflects a
widespread sense of certain actions of the police being ‘wrong’ and that the police
authorities and the government were on the defensive over the issue of police mal-
practice. Complaining and revealing the details in the press put the authorities under
pressure to come up with some justification, but since the police authorities and inte-
rior ministry could be relied upon to provide justifications that were completely ad
odds with prevailing conceptions of acceptable police behaviour, the official expla-
nations from the police and interior ministry only contributed to undermining their
position and leaving the complainant as the winner of the moral argument. Whereas
the apparent responsiveness of the London Metropolitan police was intended to, and
often succeeded in, strengthening the legitimacy of the force, the lack of meaning-
ful engagement of the Berlin Schutzmannschaft with complainants contributed to
the undermining of its legitimacy, even among the peace-loving, law-abiding and
kaisertreue parts of the population. 
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